PRESS RELEASE

FAMILY STAYCATIONS AT SOFITEL PHILIPPINE PLAZA MANILA

Embark in much-needed quality time with your family at the end of a bustling work week in Manila’s only 5-star
luxury resort hotel. Explore the sprawling lush grounds and idyllic surrounds paired with the signature Filipino
hospitality and the elevated distinction of French elegance for a relaxing urban retreat.

Sofitel Philippine Plaza Manila presents tastefully-fitted luxury accommodations and a collection of recreational
facilities ideal for an eventful yet relaxing getaway. The iconic lagoon-shaped swimming pool designed by
landscape visionary and landscape artist Ildefonso P. Santos is an ideal location for leisurely afternoons with the
family. Its turquoise waters, water slides and beatific falls present a pool of options for water enthusiasts. A kiddie
pool is available for young water bugs along with mini life vests for fun leisurely afternoons under the sun. A

grassy knoll facing the seawall is adorned with oversized tanning pillows and low cocktail tables ideal for lounging
around with family, enjoying refreshments, taking in a good book or simply indulging in the majestic surroundings
until the arresting Manila Bay sunsets.

A wealth of options are available for your recreational enjoyment. Golf aficionados may venture out for a round of
mini golf in an 18-hole putting green looking out to the stunning bay waters. Practice your backhand with a few
sets of tennis in an outdoor tennis court or go for a fun run or brisk walk through our scenic trail. Relax with a
good book or spend quality time with the family and simply lay back in the So Chill area with featured hammocks,
Adam and Eve seating and the cozy Love Nest.

For young VIPs, a royal treatment awaits princes and
princesses with Sofitel Philippine Plaza Manila’s Le Petit
Prince. Pampered with a rich calendar of activities and
treats,

young

guests

may

enjoy

one

(1)

hour

complimentary access at the La Villas des Enfants kid’s
tent and put on their baker’s hats with cookie-making
lessons at 1pm on Spiral’s Sunday brunch. Enjoy a
complimentary scoop of ice cream at the poolside 1pm
daily or partake in the selection of programs including
Arts and Crafts by Kiddy’s Art Town available at a
nominal fee. For some fun under the sun, slip and slide in the refreshing turquoise waters of the iconic swimming
pool with featured falls and water slides. Sign up for swimming lessons available under the tutelage of seasoned
water pros. For energetic children, retreat to the outdoor playground complete with slides, swing riders, seesaws,
swing sets, climbing wall and spider web. Or make new friends with the active and educational activities under
Gymboree with featured programs including BE ME available at a nominal fee. For weekends with a full calendar
of activities, engage the hotel’s babysitting services to help with the young ones as they explore and enjoy the
extensive offerings. As the day draws to a close, children may choose from a selection of kids’ movies available
from the luxurious comforts of your room at a nominal fee.

As you unwind during this truly relaxing getaway,
recreational venues including Le SPA, Nail Artisan,
Vietura Aesthetic Lifestyle and Philippe Tordjman Le
Salon offer a menu of services and signature
treatments to help guests relax from your roots to your
fingertips. For family meals, Sofitel Philippine Plaza

Manila’s selection of restaurants and bars spearheaded by the most interactive dining destination, Spiral
restaurant is a haven of gastronomic delights to cater to discerning palates. With featured offerings including the
Spiral Sunday Brunch, Private Wine and Cheese Class and the signature lunch and buffet meals spanning 21
dining ateliers, indulge in gastronomy and wine in the only address for a truly elevated dining experience. For a
bit of fresh air, dine al fresco and enjoy signature specialties at Sunset Bar with featured Barbecue Buffet and
local entertainment every Fridays and Saturdays. Unwind at the end of the day in a lavish setting enhanced by
live entertainment brought to you by Le Bar. Enjoy your wine of choice from featured enomatic wine stations or
indulge in the rich offerings of its featured a la carte menu. For late night cravings, Snaps Sports Bar is the ideal
haunt featuring bar fare favorites and an extensive selection of wines and spirits. Open 24-hours, Snaps Sports
Bar presents an easy and laidback respite from the weekend bustle. And for our young VIPs with hearty kiddie
appetites, kid-friendly menus are available in all dining outlets. Featured menu specials and seasonal offers are
also available to enhance your staycation experience of indulgent luxury.

For more information, inquiries or reservations, please call 63-2 551.5555 or email H6308@sofitel.com.
***
Sofitel, World Class Hotels & French Elegance
Sofitel is the only French luxury hotel brand with a presence on five continents with 120 addresses, in almost 40
countries (more than 30,000 rooms). Sofitel offers contemporary hotels and resorts adapted to today’s more
demanding and more versatile consumers who expect and appreciate beauty, quality and excellence. Whether
situated in the heart of a major city like Paris, London, New York, Shanghai or Beijing, or nestled away in a
country landscape in Morocco, Egypt, French Polynesia or Thailand, each Sofitel property offers a genuine
experience of the French “art de vivre”.

Sofitel Legend and & Sofitel So are two labels that come to enrich Sofitel Luxury hotels.

Sofitel Legend hotels are iconic and mythical; they are often centuries-old listed heritage buildings: Sofitel Legend
Metropole Hanoi, Sofitel Legend The Grand Amsterdam and Sofitel Legend Old Cataract Aswan.

Sofitel So hotels are new « boutique hotels » characterized by a stylish focus on contemporary design by famous
architects and/or embellished by international celebrities from the world of fashion, design or art: Sofitel So
Mauritius Bel Ombre, Sofitel So Bangkok and Sofitel So Singapore.

Discover Sofitel on www.sofitel.com

Discover Le Club at Sofitel, the new worldwide Accor loyalty program on www.accor.com
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